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Editor's Letter
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Written by Shanley McConnell  

At the heart of the beginning of the calendar year is a hope for newness and growth. We look

for opportunities to be generous with our time and money. We work diligently to build

cultures that promote inclusivity and grace. We allow ourselves to be delicate, to be fierce and

bold. We open our minds to the world's movements. We marvel at the seasons like a musician.

We listen, rapt and eager to contribute minute harmonies to the year's unfolding melody.

Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter, composed like the Allegro, Andante, Minuet and Rondo. We

carefully tune and attend to the wider, increasing cacaphony of the world around us. We are

prepared to play our part. 

The Editorial Team is delighted to publish our inaugural issue of Refuge. We were humbled by

the submissions and look forward to receiving many more in the months ahead as we

continue to prepare for upcoming issues. The artists featured in this issue gripped us with

their delicate, but provocative response to the issue's theme of displacement. We hope that

you find comfort and inspiration in their work.  



; beirut.
M A I  S E R H A N

Mai Serhan is a writer and translator. Her writing has appeared in Anomaly, Oyster River Pages, Flash
Fiction Magazine, The Writers & Readers, Rusted Radishes and is forthcoming in Swamp and Oxford
Magazine. She is a Winter Tangerine and Vermont Studio Center alumna, a winner of the Lunch Ticket
Twitter Poetry Contest, and a recipient of the Emerging Writer Award from Wellstone Center in the
Redwoods, California. Mai is currently pursuing her graduate studies in Creative Writing at the University
of Oxford.

; beirut[1]. 

Glassless tonight/a city 

with more legroom, we curl. 

Heads at half-mast pity 

    the bins, the bombs, the girl. 

With-more-legroom-we-curl, 

talk politics, film, bins-

Bombs BOOM  the g-i-r-l-

a sea ghost on   a limb. 

Talk politics,  film,   bins, 

    Things we can't forget: 

    a sea ghost on a limb 

    before a red Corvette[2]

                            Things we can't forget, 

heads at half-mast, pity: 

    Before, a red Corvette. 

    Glass, less tonight a city.

[1]A semicolon should be followed by a capital letter only if the word is a proper noun or an acronym.

[2]2020 Chevrolet Corvette Stingray Coupe w/1LT

Price $71, 105

Custom duty $49,773.50

Excise duty $35,552 

Total $853,962.605



The Displacer
E D W A R D  M C C O N N E L L  

Edward McConnell is a retired American lawyer who writes flash fiction and short stories. He started
reading O. Henry as a child and continued to be inspired by Ernest Hemingway, Elmore Leonard and
Ambrose Bearse. He enjoys a good story with a twist and tries to write one every once in a while He lives in
West Des Moines, Iowa.

The Displacer

Sally Simpkins’ hobby is tinkering. She got that particular bug from watching her father. Her Dad was a

ham radio operator and amateur tinkerer. He could build any electronic gadget needed for his ham

radio obsession. When askedabout his hobby, Sally said. "With a vacuum tube, a few wires, some

capacitors and batteries my Dad could construct remote controls, oscillators, rotating antennas, and CB

radio amplifiers, to name a few. He was always looking for the right combination of electronic odds and

ends. I have been through Army-Navy surplus stores in almost every city on the east coast. I learned from

him." 

After her father’s death, Sally inherited all his tools and accumulated bits and pieces of electronics odds

and ends plus his amateur radio magazines. She loved spending hours seeing what electronic marvel

she could put together. Most of her creations were duds. But one time she got it right. Boy, did she get it

right.

Sally liked coffee but making coffee was another story, it was a bother. She wanted to have the ability to

turn onher Dad’s old coffeemaker without having to stand over the counter and fiddle with all the

buttons. She set out to makea remote control.

 Sally’s tinkering produced a device she hoped would solve the problem. Her efforts resulted in a small

metal box made out of an Altoids mints tin. It was a mass of crossing wires, capacitors, and a small

circuit board with a transmitter powered by an AA battery. A button that she fit through a hole in the

side of the metal casing activated the device. The coffeemaker was modified using old receiver parts.

She then matched the transmitter’s frequency to that of the receiver. When finished working in her shop

she was eager to test her creation. Sally headed upstairs to the kitchen with the coffee maker and the

modified Altoids mints tin. 

When she got there, Sally looked at the clock above the stove. It read four p.m. Her husband Loren

would be home for dinner soon. She thought. “Damn, I’m late.” Loren, a department store manager,

worked “retail hours”. He had to work until closing that night and a short break for dinner was all he was

going to get. He was due to arrive at four thirty. 

Figuring she had already blown getting dinner ready on time, she sat down in front of her creation. With

nothing to lose, she pointed it at the coffeemaker and hit the button. Nothing happened. "Back to the

drawing board", she thought, as she slipped the device into her pocket. As she scrambled to resurrect

dinner for her husband, she noticed the clock in the kitchen read a few minutes after three p.m. 

 “That clock must be wrong. I started in the shop at three o’clock. It can’t be a little after three.” She

thought. But it was. Sally checked the time on the TV. It was a little after three. She checked every clock

on the first floor of the house; each showed a few minutes after three. A check of the clock in the car

showed a few minutes after three.



Spying her next door neighbor, Beatrice Howell,

gardening in her front yard, Sally yelled, “Beatrice,

what time is it? My clocks have stopped at three.”

Beatrice, looking up, checked her watch. “Yeah, it’s

a little after three. What time does Loren get home

for dinner? She asked.

“Four thirty. I thought I was late. Thanks.” Sally said.

She turned and went into the house. Still confused,

she prepared dinner, figuring the time mix up was

her misunderstanding. While dinner was on the

stove, she forgot about the device in her pocket.

As Loren pulled into the driveway she noticed her

kitchen clock read three thirty. She thought,

“What’s he doing home this early? No matter,

everything is ready.” Since they always had coffee

with dinner, she thought she would give her device

another try. Reaching into her pocket, she pushed

the button on the little metal box. The coffeemaker

did not turn on but as Loren entered the door, the

clock over the stove read four thirty. Dinner was

ready and they ate. Sally said nothing about her

device or what had occurred with the time.

Over the course of the next few days, Sally tested

the device. Each time, a push of the button moved

the clock back one hour. Then, by another push of

the button, it returned the clock to local time. She

repeated the test with clocks in the upstairs of the

house. Each time she got the same result. She had

in her possession a temporal displacement device.

Yes, a time machine. Somehow, through blind luck,

she hit a tinkering bullseye. She felt it needed a

name so she called it ‘The Displacer".

Try as she might Sally was not able to figure out the

“how” or “why” of its workings. There was no

schematic because she adlibbed most of the

assembly process. She had no clear recollection of

the steps she took to accomplish this feat.

‘The Displacer’ was a perfect, albeit accidental,

combination of electrical design and physics. What

she was able to understand was that she had built

a thing that would give her an extra hour whenever

she wanted or needed it. 

For years Sally devoted time working at the local

food bank kitchen. Yet, it never once occurred to

her to use ‘The Displacer’ to increase her volunteer

time. Instead, if she needed more time to shop, she

hit the button. When she wanted to sit in the tub

longer, she activated her device. Then she got an

idea. “Why not add an hour to my social events?”

For her, being with people was as much fun as

tinkering, maybe more. At heart, Sally was a

"runner". Every night, after dinner, she felt the

need to go visit someone or someplace. It didn’t

matter if it was a clerk at a local radio shop, a

couple of acquaintances having coffee at a café

or someone she recognized walking down the

street. If there was a social gathering, she was

there, in the middle of everything and everyone.

She loved the interaction, it was invigorating. 

Yet, she had two problems, getting enough time

to be social and Loren Simpkins. His idea of a

good time was being home since he rarely got

to spend any time there. Loren did not share her

love of social gatherings. The way he saw it,

when it came to parties, Sally had the annoying

habit of over promising and under delivering on

her predicted time at the gatherings. The

conversation was almost always the same. 

 “We'll only go for an hour. Just one hour, that’s

all. What's the big deal?" Sally said. 

 

"Under normal circumstances, none, but, with

you, one hour equals two. I would prefer that

you go, by yourself, for whatever time it takes. 

When we get there, I’m always left by myself

anyway. I have enough of people all week. I’d

like to stay home. Being at a party, having to

make small talk, is exhausting.” He said. With her

back turned but smiling, she said, “OK, I’ll go to

these things alone.”

With Loren out of the way, Sally had the perfect

solution to her time problems, ‘The Displacer’.

Gently, holding her creation, she thought, “If I

press the button on my device, I gain an hour

like I'm in an earlier time zone. I can leave for a

party in local time, add an hour when I get to

the party and stay two hours. Then I can return

home in local time having been gone one clock

hour. Loren won’t notice any change and I still

get the time I want.” 

 “The Displacer” was the achievement of a

lifetime. Yet, no one knew she created it,

possessed it or that it worked. Her dilemma was

clear, if she revealed its existence; the publicity

would draw scrutiny. The government would

probably claim ‘national security’ and take it

away to study it. They might whisk her off to

some remote location and forced her to make

other devices. Since she had no idea how to

repeat the process, making knowledge of ‘The

Displacer’ public was, no doubt, a bad idea. 



Unsure of how to proceed, she decided to get some

advice from her good friend, Tommy Albert.

Tommy loved tinkering with electronics as much as

Sally. Like her, he got the tinkering bug from his

father, a friend of Sally’s dad. She loved talking and,

sometimes bragging, about what she was working

on. When Sally called him and said she could shift

time, he didn’t believe it. Tommy wanted a

demonstration. Sally, quick to oblige, told him to

meet her at Edna’s Café on Center Street the next

day a little after noon.

When he arrived the next day, Sally greeted him

with, “Tommy look at the clock above the door.” 

“I’m game. What am I looking for?” He said.

I want you to read the time on the clock then, look

away. When I tell you to, look back at the clock.”

She said. Tommy, after seeing the clock read

twelve-eighteen, complied. After reaching in her

purse and hitting the button on ‘The Displacer’,

Sally instructed him to look at the clock again.

Tommy looked up.

“Why it now reads eleven-eighteen. How is that

possible? How did you do that? He asked.

“I did it with this.” Sally showed him ‘The Displacer’

but she wouldn’t let him hold it. He could only look

at it.

"Does it work like that every time? Tommy said. 

“It sure does, every time, without fail.” She said. “I

don’t know why, it just does.” She replied.

“And you made this?” She nodded in the

affirmative. Then he said, “How much time do you

get?”

“It only gains one hour. But, the great thing is, so

does anybody I’m with. I can spend more time with

fun people doing the things I like.” She said.

“Funny, I recently I read an article about this in

Amateur Radio Magazine.” Tommy said. He had

every issue of the magazine published since World

War II. “In an old article appearing in that

magazine, there was a discussion of time

displacement, its benefits and dangers. 

I thought the article was a ‘science fiction’ piece

and couldn’t understandwhy Amateur Radio

Magazine would publish it but clearly, it wasn’t.”

Before saying anything else, it occurred to him

the article discussed something about time

displacement having a “rebound effect”. It said

displacing time was not “extra time” but instead

was “borrowed from the present”.

The hypothesis was that “time borrowed” had to

be repaid. The article gave no consideration

whether the time was put to good use or

wasted.

For a long moment he looked at Sally, then,

offered this warning, “You better be careful with

this. Displacing time is not “extra time” but

instead you’re “borrowed from the present”. You

might have to pay it back. You should consider

the many wonderful things you could be doing

like helping a lot of people. You volunteer at one

of those foodbank kitchens. The extra time you

could devote would make a big difference for

people.”

Sally was cold to that idea. “Tommy, I want to

have fun. You know my husband, Loren, all he

does is work at that two bit department store.

He never wants to do anything or go anywhere. I

shouldn’t have to sit home the best years of my

life just because of him. I’m getting out and

spending more time having fun. ‘The Displacer’

gives me that chance. I don’t want people to

know I have this just yet. Could you keep this

under your hat?” She said.

Tommy said, “Sure. It’s your device; you made it,

do what you want. I like parties and people too

but there is more to life than laughs. Just be

careful.” He got up, took a quick peak at the

clock over the door as he was leaving. It read

eleven thirty on the nose. Once outside and a

couple of blocks away from the cafe, he looked

at his watch, it read twelve-thirty.

As one month followed the other, Tommy would

see Sally around town always right in the middle

of a crowd of people. They were laughing,

dancing, drinking and having the “fun” Sally so

desperately sought. Despite the warningsher

had given her, Tommy often took advantage of

Sally’s device, but at the same time, he could

not help thinking that ‘The Displacer’ could be

put to better use. The warnings of the article in

Amateur Radio Magazine kept flooding back to

throw cold water on his partying.

 



Tommy tried again to warn Sally. “This ‘extra

time’ might not be free, but instead, ‘borrowed’.

It probably comeswith a cost. Be careful how

you use it.” She dismissed the notion there was a

limit or a price to amount of time she could

“borrow”. A whole new world of people, 

conversations, dancing, hugging and flesh

pressing was now available because of her

creation. Since 'The Displacer' allowed everyone

near Sally to gain time, she wouldn’t be alone in

her merriment. She plunged ahead, her life now

full. 

Sally had created a personal “sidereal effect”. For

her, linear time represented by the "solar day"

was irrelevant.She was not bound by the

strictures of her location in her existing time

zone. Instead, she measured time from other

earlier time zones so as not to have to worry

about her local time limits. If she needed more,

she simply grabbed it from other times zones.

Getting time was easy and satisfied her partying

habits.

The months blended together. At one party,

after a few drinks, Sally felt like it was time to

explain 'The Displacer' to her friend Beatrice.

“What good is an achievement like this if you

can’t let people know about it?” She thought.

With the intent of demonstrating it, she took

‘The Displacer’ from her purse. "Beatrice, you

know I like to build electronic devices." She said.

"I used an Altoids mints box to make this. It lets

me extend time so that I can stay at events like

these longer and since you’re with me, you can

too. I am not sure how or why it works the way it

does but ithas been a godsend." 

Beatrice laughed as she looked at ‘The

Displacer’. “This mints box does what?”

“I can get more time so I can stay at parties

longer.” Sally said.

Beatrice asked, “That’s great. Do you also use this

to get more volunteer time at the Food Bank

Kitchen?”

“Oh, there’s that question again. Why is everyone

so opposed to having fun? I wouldn’t use ‘The

Displacer’ on that stuff. I want to have fun.” Sally

said. Tommy Albert was standing close by

watching the two women talking. He hadspent

the evening polishing off a bottle of ‘Monkey

Shoulder’ and sullenly staring at the clock on

the wall.

“She doesn’t deserve that thing. I could make

better use of it. Time shouldn’t be wasted.” He said

out loud to himself; seemingly unaware how much

time he had wasted at parties with Sally since that

day at Edna’s Café. As Sallywas showing Beatrice

the device, Tommy stumbled over to the two

women, catching his foot on a chair leg causing

him to trip forward. As he was falling, he grabbed

at ‘The Displacer’ and said, “Let me show you how

this works, Beatrice.” He knocked it from Sally’s

hands. It fell to the floor, breaking it open. 

Horrified, Sally did her best to reassemble ‘The

Displacer’. Once back together, she pressed the

button. Instead of shifting time, she found herself

in a fetid, dirty industrial sized kitchen. As she

looked around for Beatrice and Tommy she

surveyed her new surroundings. A moment before,

decorated party tables with finger foods and

bottles of liquor were laid out for the taking. Now

steaming cauldrons, frying pans splashing hot

grease, a rundown freezer and rattling refrigerator,

cutting boards with stacks of meat and vegetables,

carving knives, potato peelers andbags of potatoes

were piled next to two old metal preparation

tables. On one of the tables was a manual, two

gallon coffee maker. The heat in the kitchen was

oppressive.

Looking out over a greasy half wall behind the

stoves, Sally could see a large hall filled with tables

at which were seated hungry, disheveled people,

like the ones she could have helped with the ‘extra

time’ had she volunteered at one of the food bank

kitchens. 

The space in the kitchen was cramped but she had

room enough to work at the various food stations.

To allowed her to place bowls and plates of food on

the counter facing the dining hall she had toreach

over hot stoves. An exit door was located at the far

end of the kitchen. Its sign read “No Exit Unless

Authorized”.

Despondent, Sally reached into her pocket and

found ‘The Displacer’. Hoping it could get her out of

this hellishplace, she furiously pressed and re-

pressed the button, to no affect. Confused, Sally

cried out, "Where am I? How did Iget here?"

From a loud speaker mounted above the stoves

came a disembodied voice. "Hello, Ms. Simpkins.

The time you borrowed must be paid back,

commencing now.”



Looking around Sally said, “Who said that? What

are you talking about? What time borrowed?” 

The voice continued, “We are your Time Bankers.

This is the date due to begin collection on your

debt and youare here to pay it back. Our records

show the amount of time you borrowed from us

is quite substantial. Now, you will repay your

debt, with interest. On these types of loans, we

can assure you, the interest rate is high, very

high” 

Still not sure where to direct her comments,

Sally said, "This is insane. Interest! I never

borrowed anything let alone agreed to interest.

This is a mistake!"

Unmoved by Sally’s pleading, the voice

continued, "I’m afraid when you used what you

called ‘The Displacer’ to get time for your parties

the “interest clock” began to run. We will

determine when your debt is satisfied but

interest is running as we speak. We compound it

hourly because that is how you borrowed the

time and used it.” 

The voice continued. "You see Ms. Simpkins,

time, like money, is a thing; a tool which can be

used for productive or wasteful purposes. While

we all do not have the same allotment of time,

it’s not the amount, but what we do with it that

counts. You were warned, remember. Your

friend, Tommy Albert, told you about time

displacement having a “rebound effect”.

Displacing time was not ‘extra time’ but instead

was ‘borrowed from the present’. 

Technically, it was ‘extra time’ to you but it was

not a gift, it was a loan. Your clever device

allowed you to manipulate time and you have

wasted it. You took our time. Now you must pay

it back. Our records show not one minute of the

borrowed time has been put to a good purpose

and we can assure you, our records are very

accurate.

"Surely, there is some arrangement we can

make." Sally said.

The voice from the speaker replied, "Why Ms.

Simpkins, this is the arrangement you made to

pay it back. We have just taken the liberty to

choose this particular soup kitchen for you to do

so. You’ll find you have everything you need.”

Sally replied, “Oh, this is ridiculous. What’s

stopping me from walking out that Exit door?”

The voice said, “For you, that door will only open

upon full repayment of your debt. For everyone

else, they can come and go as they please but not

you, not until we are paid back.”

The voice on the loud speaker then said, “Now, your

specific duties. You will be instructed on all menu

requirements and serving portions. You are the

cook and cleaning staff for this kitchen. Between

meals you will need to wash, dry and stack the

dishes, bowls and utensils for the next meal. The

food lines will form at the counter upon the sound

of a buzzer. 

Now, get to work.” Sally looked at her surroundings

in despair and reached for a soup pot.

Sally Simpkins had a “called loan”, which she could

neither ignore nor negotiate an extension to stave

off a temporal debtor’s prison. She was now

discovering that borrowed time, like all debts, must

be repaid and, not necessarily, on your terms.



Refugee Boy
M I C A H  H A Y N S

Micah Hayns is a contemporary classical painter from Oxford. He aims to create paintings and drawings
with the accessability of an illustrator and the craft and skill set of the Old Masters, whom he studdied
intensively at the Florence Academy of Art in Italy. He uses various different mediums and techniques,
taking inspiration from classical painting, the impresionists and street art. His work aims “to capture
moments of truth, life and beauty." His most recent publication was an illustrated collaboration titled
'Unveiled,' which features 4o paintings of women in the Bible. Website: micahhayns.com

"Refugee Boy" 

Oil and acrylic on perspex and board 

8.5”x7”

2020



Diorama, 
after Milton

R E B E C C A  B A I R D

Rebecca Baird is a Scottish poet, journalist based in Dundee, co-host of the Infactuated Pod and author of
Urbane, a explores the particular magic of finding a home in a hard place. From the voices of creatures
from her own personal folklore to confessional poems and odes to the trappings of modern life, there is a
glinting thread of celebration, a will to seek the whimsical. Her writing received acclaim in the Queen Mary
Wasafiri New Writing Prize and focuses mainly on music, the mythologizing of the feminine experience and
the romanticism of the mundane. You can usually find her among trees, fairylights or gravestones, writing
things in her head, or her notes app. 

Diorama, 

after Milton

On the fourth day he frowned into the tinny, clanging nothing and poured in an oil spill of space; a

sticky and quiet tar to thicken the noiselessness into renderable muck. He pulled dips and mounds into

the clay of time so it oozed and rippled like the flying trigonometric furls of a vast, shaken dust sheet.

Into this endless fabric he poked holes, scored seams, so that when the giant bodies he would send

spinning slowed to a momentous keel, they would trickle, like marbles, out of the picture; out of the

game. 

He was not alone; by now, word had gotten out about what he was doing, and they all watched; the

flashbulbs of a trillion Hellish paparazzi blew and sparked an irksome cacophony in his periphery. Vexed,

he visored a heavy hand across his brow and froze their lights into long, sparkling cicles in one frigid

exhale. Then he picked them up, one by one, holding each cold and delicate spindle of light between

immense thumb and forefinger; chuckling, he crushed them, and littered the inky canvas with their

dusty shards, casual as salting pasta water. 

Satisfied that the chaos was muted, he paused, stepped back and blinked out his next idea. A word

came – moon – and he could see it. Sudden and clumsy with vim, he swiped up a fistful of the stardust

and mashed it into a bumpy ball, moulding in some tarry cosmos to bind all the light particles together.

Then with a small stroke and the hint of will,he set it gently aglow. Grinning, he pasted this lonely bulb

alongside the tiny planet, setting its brightest, whitest side to face the little ones. He looked with

narrowed eyes. It was so small. In the starkness it hung dull amid the perfect LED scatter of stars, a

disused disco ball in an empty club, casting rogue glitters into a phantom party. Like that, melancholy

existed, and the sad prettiness of what he had made squeezed his almighty chest. His burst of

inspiration was replaced with something like lack, and the Moon became instantly mundane; a buzzing

fluorescence on the ceiling of his Eden. Even so, this poor orb deserved context – so limply, he carved

out a black track around the world, and set the little rock rolling around it. He rigged up a haphazard

thread between it and the quilt of ocean, so the Moon dragged the sweep of water in its wake. Better.

Function made it beautiful again. 



Setting his heft in his shoulders, he renewed his focus and steadied his knocked confidence. Now, the

big one. He was glad he’d made it earlier, on the first day, bending all that leftover genesical light into a

heavenly vat and hammering out flares of photons well into that night - that very first night. With a deep

breath and careful arms, he picked up his piece de resistence, his grand and golden chandelier, and

suspended it in pride of place, crowning the mantel of the sky, like a precious pendant dripped between

celestial collarbones. The great globe smouldered and warmth – delicious warmth! – blued the black for

hundreds of thousands of miles around it, softening every sharpnessin that diffuse and equal and

concise way only a sphere can do. He bared his heavenly teeth and gnashed them and threw his

colossal head back in delight! That splendorous sphere! A lifegiving beacon, yellow light pure and

shining and gentle as a lover’s sigh. He set it alight, and it began to burn in earnest; that heat, fearsome

red in its blistering spin, mighty and unbearable!...the Sun was his self-portrait for them, the only way

they could truly see him, and it was perfect. 

Turning, he surveyed the rest of it in the radiance of this new and sublime centrepiece. The stars, all

frivolity and flourish, twinkled a dirty sheen in its fiery brilliance, like broken bottles under hissing,

sulphuric streetlamp filaments. And the sad Moon’s anaemic desolation now popped, purported an

intentional and stylish contrast, its cool heightened by hotness. Yes. Yes, yes, yes! Contentment settled

his features like the smoothing powder of snow, and with a chest already loosened by the anticipation

of success, he turned each element and circuit of the past three days off, checked every wire and

calibrated process – day and night, tide and turn, seasons, orbits, life, death – everything from the

eventual spiralling suicide of the Sun to the bloom and bearing of Eden’s fruit. With the precision ofa

Swiss watchmaker, he lined up the timings of this embryonic galaxy – even trial runs should be taken

seriously – andwithout missing a beat between the end of his checklist and the start of everything, he

levered up the mains switch. A slow chug echoed through the cosmos, virgin as the gears of merry-go-

round horses, and the whole system began to turn. 



Storage Sage Shelf
C A R O L I N E  K I N G  

Caroline King has recently completed her master’s in Comparative Literature from Dartmouth College and
holds a master’s in Creative Writing from the University of Oxford. She is also the co-founder and editor of
The Napkin Poetry Review and has been published in Southwest Review, Abridged, Poetry Quarterly,
STAAR, The Rational Creature, Clamantis, and South Central Review among others.

Storage Sage Shelf

For the apple head doll, the first cut

is cruelest. To find its moonmeat

face, cheeks whittled high,

honeycrisp skin is nicked.   then scraped

in stripes, curling gently.

After a stinging citrus bath,

she’s hung outside to dangle

dry,

She learns about the light and dark

of a day, how they squabble for the right

to souls. Field mice only mate at night,

through sundial-tolls the queen ant flies,

and when at last the steel ball struck,

the walls came a-tumbling down.

Everyone woke earlier that morning.

Some things are so ugly we can’t hide them.

Parched apple shucked, a walnut

with peppercorns for teeth and eyes.

For her body, skewer

softened head with a hanger, unwound, then twist out

arms and legs. A pink gingham dress

for the biggest smile, yellow yarn hair

and a belt sewn tight. The grin.      slit high into her sunken

cheeks, with loony fish-eyes and loose seams

and when the closet door closed shut, she felt

what she was 

And dust built high between her wiry thighs,

untouched among dried-out paints and files,

her children growing unawares outside

and she saw more      through what she

couldn’t, lecturing to Christmas cards

and clothespins, saying, Listen:    I suggest you, too,

try crying.



Two Poems, 
from the City of

Contrasts  
C A R O L I N E  S T E W A R T  

Caroline Stewart is a Dundee-based poet, having lived and studied in the city for the last forty years.
Caroline writes with a growing passion for the justice and welfare of woman and children. Her work often
draws inspiration from her Christian faith - a devotion that continues to grow as she pursues opportunities
to walk in the peace and fulfilledness Christ brings to his ever-changing world. Caroline's poems reflect life
as she sees it; some are more serious in nature, but many carry with them the humor that makes people
smile and laugh with hope.

Walk In My Shoes 

Love, grace and forgiveness 

Let this be the hallmark and desire of our hearts. 

To place ourselves in the shoes of those that walk through our doors and enter our lives. 

Those shoes might carry sadness. They may carry grief. Some shoes 

may struggle to walk at all. Let us be their guiding light. 

Sometimes a shoe, though polished and bright, hides a broken soul. 

Let us guide them to Christ. 

Illness and trouble may cause many shoes to stumble and lose their way. 

May we guide these shoes to the foot of the cross. 

Let every person we encounter leave our presence knowing something more 

Of the grace, love and forgiveness that only Christ gives.



A City of Contrasts

Much has changed, but much has stayed the same. 

I am slowly meandering along the waterfront of dundee. The day is 

still, the Tay is calm, and it is a never-ending story. The sun reflects pools of light 

along the softly flowing current, glistening as a gentle breeze blows through my hair. 

It's a city of contrasts, my city. A bustling V&A welcomes its visitors, 

old and young, from near and far as it sits grand and proud on the 

water. Admired and exalted by many. A jewel in the heart of the city, 

that dazlles all who walk by. 

This is but a small glimpse of where I call home. The picture, almost

perfect, is not, however, a true reflection of this historical city, 

famous in the past for so many wonderful achievements and industries. 

Move a little further from this beautiful waterfront and this breathtaking 

sculpture. As you walk, this vibrant, colourful picture of bustling 

prosperity slowly fades away, and if you listen and look carefully, 

you will hear the heart of the city cry out in the making of day. 

It's clear to see the hopelesness, the fear, the longing in the eyes 

of many who live here. Drugs, alcohol, depression and illness are clear to see. 

Despair and loneliness fill the heart of its many weary souls. 

They call out silently to anyone with time to care, to talk. 

For them the future is gone, all hope is gone. 

Those who stop and listen will hear a sad story told many times over. 

There is a desperation that fills the air. But surely, there must always be hope. 

Maybe there is and maybe it will come. This is my prayer, 

a  prayer for the city who must never stop hoping. 

But who will listen, who has time to care? The clock ticks relentlessly, 

almost cruel, a reminder that Dundee has no time to waste, 

for much time is a luxury the city hasn't got. It's days will be few. 

One precious life after another silently says goodbye. 

Have we even noticed? Does it no longer matter? 

Where are those whose hearts beat hard for Dundee? 

for the oppressed, for those who burden is unbearable; 

their hands are always ready for action. 

The need is so great, so vast, an army is required, 

and a willing army is needed. 

Dundee, where is your heart, where is its beat? you who 

sit majestic and proud, the river Tay your golden cloak. 

You who shout loud your achievements across the globe. 

Where are you? The city is crying. Tears are running down its streets, 

pools of despair, visible only to those who look down,

those with eyes to see. 

Much has changed, but much has stayed the same.



Tipping Balance
A N Y A  G L E I Z E R  

Anya Gleizer pursues an international art practice with an ambitious goal. Her research is led at an
interface between art and science, and explores the relationship between human culture and the natural
world. Gleizer digs deep into the soil, travelling globally to learn of different peoples’ relations to land, and
what she unearths are the unsettling realities of today’s crises, but also a deeper sense of hope.
www.streamsandmountains.com/anyagleizerarts 



W I T H  R U P E R T  S T U A R T - S M I T H  

Rupert Stuart-Smith is a Research Associate in Climate Science and the Law at the Oxford Sustainable Law
Programme. His recent research includes analyses of the impact of climate change on glacial retreat in Peru
in the context of an ongoing lawsuit (Lliuya v RWE) and the evidence needed to bring successful legal
claims on the impacts of climate change. Rupert has authored expert reports for climate lawsuits and
worked as a consultant to the Foundation for International Law for the Environment (FILE), supporting
the development of FILE's legal granting strategy, and for WWF-UK, Climate Analytics and Vivid
Economics.

Decades of political negotiations on climate change have proven insufficient to fully address the crises

that current and future generations will face. International targets to limit future warming have been

set, but domestic policies remain insufficient to meet these goals. Global greenhouse gas emissions

from human activity are at record levels, and the impacts of climate change are worsening worldwide,

strengthening storms, heatwaves and droughts, raising sea-levels and forcing the retreat of glaciers. All

of these processes threaten lives, food security, property, and livelihoods.

With the legislative response to climate change proving insufficient, communities, activists, NGOs and

others have turned to the courts for redress. Recent lawsuits have asked courts to require governments

and corporations to cut greenhouse gas emissions to prevent further impairment of the rights of citizens

due to climate change impacts. Other lawsuits have sought compensation from high-emitting

companies for harms suffered as a result of climate change. Increasingly, judges are being asked to

weigh up the rights of some to pollute, and others to a safe and healthy environment. Anya Gleizer’s

work speaks to this process of adjudication as the courts increasingly take centre stage in the fight

against climate change.

https://www.smithschool.ox.ac.uk/research/sustainable-law/index.html#overview


Four Poems, 
from Fingertips 
and Ammonite 

G E O R G I A  B R I S C O

Georgia Brisco is a South African writer whose work explores identity, trauma and healing, the chosen
family, and liminal spaces. She was once in a British TV series and a bad German movie before realising
she wanted to write characters instead. Georgia received the UCT Short Fiction Prize and headed a literacy
programme before writing for award-winning social campaigns, including Project 84, which drove policy
around suicide prevention. She is currently finishing her MSt in Creative Writing at the University of
Oxford and, when she isn't regretfully getting involved in a comments-section debate, working on her first
novel. Her work has appeared in Non-Stalgia andSTAAR. Georgia believes joyful stories should exist for
everyone. You can find her at georgiabrisco.com/ or @georgiabrisco. 

this city 

it fizzes and pops 

like the cool of my drink 

if you sit and listen very quietly

here in this silent room

like a million tiny cities

liquid and rushing and effortlessly 

moving underneath my fingers 

under the aluminium 

cold and damp against my palm

a thousand pavements 

still and bright and simmering

breathless with stories

— the city 

http://georgiabrisco.com/


he is on a desert island

sanded and wind-duned 

in the middle of an ocean 

wet with silence 

 loud with foam 

and he dreams of a mother 

he never had 

and a childhood memory 

a film he shouldn’t have          been allowed 

to watch 

  

of croaking frogs in a bath     no a puddle 

of blood.  

was that it? 

he can’t remember

so he looks at the forward 

because the backwards churns too much 

but the forward is filled with 

sick 

like the type 

thick 

that the frogs swam in.      drowned died in 

was that it?

he can’t remember 

— the frogs 

the concrete is hot 

dry

the grit 

tart

against the soft belly flesh

stop!

the little girl’s toes pause

just in time



hand tugged

 sticky fingers

reach for the body 

save it save it save it

put it back into the cool grass 

where its belly won’t burn 

and shoes aren’t as many

and dirt. sweet cold warm dark dirt 

is home 

— the worm

consider

the planets

hair falls

upside down

past two ears     pink seashells 

consider the atoms too 

blood swirls to the cheeks 

consider your feet held tight 

to this round of rock and 

turn around and around 

until your stomach

is galaxies dizzy 

and still

and still. 

— gyroscope



A Picnic by the Sea 
H A N N A H  N A Z R I   

Dr Hannah Nazri is a medical doctor, artist, poet and DPhil candidate at the University of Oxford. Hannah
is committed to combining her interest in obstetrics and gynaecology career with non-profit work, not
limited to youth education and women’s rights advocacy. She writes at https://hannah.nazri.org.

In those years, when Papa and Mama took her to the sea

To collect seashells, to build sandcastles, to spend time with her

As the scintillating jewel in the heavens shone its mighty rays over the Mediterranean Sea

Whose gentle waves rippled and glistened invitingly

Beckoning the children to bathe in its cooling waters till they were cold and wrinkly...

There would be food so delicious that Mama always brought

Of dolma, labeneh, hummus with tahini

Grilled Mana’eesh with Za’atar, salata addas and baklava, too sweet to eat!

In those years, when Papa and Mama took her to the sea

To play ball, to play Frisbee, to be together

The fiery orb amicably flicked its flaming fingers over the Mediterranean Sea

Whose welcoming waves ambled back and forth temptingly

Beckoning the children to bathe in its cooling waters till they were cold and wrinkly...

There would always be delicious food that Mama brought...

Ah memories! What an extravagant, nonsensical thought

In this tumultuous conflict

Between human lives and the wrathful vengeance of Neptune.

As a giant lump rises in her throat, tears trickling down her cheeks, her tired legs kicking 

wildly to keep afloat

In the furious waves, as if emboldened by the chants of hatred and despair

Don’t bring any more of those home, we’re full up[1]

She clings desperately to the boat only to be flung into the bowels of the Channel

As seawater filled her lungs, she gasped

Mama!

[1]Sabin, L. (2021, December 1). ‘Group of Hastings fishermen block RNLI lifeboat crew’ from helping
migrants at sea. The Independent. https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/fishermen-
rnli-crew-migrants-rescue-hastings-b1966959.html

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/fishermen-rnli-crew-migrants-rescue-hastings-b1966959.html


The whole world is grieving the cataclysmic explosions that occurred in Beirut on the 4th of August

2020. This third most powerful explosion in history caused at least 220 deaths, 7,000 injuries and left

300,000 people homeless in a time of global pandemic. Our inaugural issue, for Lebanon, will partner

with Horizons International, an organisation working for community relief and recovery in the

worsening economic downturn, the coronavirus pandemic and devastating explosions in Beirut.

Please click here to read about our affiliate organisation in Beirut, Horizons International.

The Lebanon Crisis Fund (LCF) is a gospel-centered humanitarian aid and development project that

works to transform the physical and spiritual landscape of Lebanon and the Middle East, which

currently faces the world's most dire ecologic and socio-economic circumstances. The Lebanon Crisis

Fund empowers the local evangelical Church to address the practical, emotional, and spiritual needs

of refugee and Lebanese families. 

Visit horizonsinternational.org for more information on the work. of Horizons International and/or to

further support The Lebanon Crisis Fund. 
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